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ModuleMaster is a novel application for finding cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) in sets of coexpressed genes. The application comes with a newly developed method, which does not only consider transcription factor binding information but also multivariate functional relationships between
regulators and target genes to improve the detection of CRMs. Given only the results of a microarray and subsequent clustering experiment, the program includes all necessary data and algorithms
to perform every step to the final CRMs. This workbench possesses an easy-to-use graphical user
interface, together with job processing and a plethora of command line options, making ModuleMaster a fully-featured program for large scale batch processing. The detected CRMs can be visualized
and evaluated in various ways: i.e., generating GraphML- and R-based whole regulatory network
visualizations or generating SBML files for subsequent analytical processing and dynamic modeling.
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1 Introduction
ModuleMaster is an advanced program for finding cis-regulatory modules in sets of co-expressed
genes. It is capable of retrieving sequences, performing matrix scans on these sequences and finally,
searching for cis-regulatory modules. It offers a huge list of options and features to customize it for
nearly every objective. The whole process from clustering results to the final modules for all clusters
can be fully automated. The program offers an easy-to-use graphical user interface, parallel jobprocessing and various command-line capabilities.
ModuleMaster is able to analyze regulatory sequences from a large list of organisms. In these sequences, transcription factor binding sites can be detected and reported along with various statistic
measurements and visualizations. Based on these binding sites and microarray expression data, ModuleMaster can detect CRMs. The program uses a multi-objective genetic algorithm to detect not only
significant combinations of binding sites, but also plausible expression correlation. As a result, you
get a list of significant modules along with lots of information and opportunities to further evaluate
and validate the module.

1.1 How to get started
At first, you need to be aware about the quality of your data. If you wish to use your own PWMs,
rather than the inbuilt or “Transfac R professional” PWMs [WKK+ 97], you should annotate them first
(“Tools ⇒ PWM file ⇒ Annotate PWM file with synonyms”).
If your microarray expression data file has not been annotated with synonyms yet, please select
“Tools ⇒ Expression file ⇒ Merge expression and annotation file” from the ModuleMaster main
screen. Your microarray expression file should be a tab-delimited CVS file, which contains as many
information as possible. See Section 6.4 for more information about the expression file.
If you want to get used to the program, it might be a good idea to take a look at our “Quick Tour”
(Chapter 3). If you want to start scanning a whole dataset of clusters for CRMs, Section 7.4 contains
a step-by-step tutorial.
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2 Installation
ModuleMaster comes as a Java JAR file. It can run out-of-the-box and does not require any further
installation.

2.1 Requirements
2.1.1 Software
TM

ModuleMaster is entirely written in Java and runs on any operating system where a suitable Java
Virtual Machine (JDK version 1.6 or newer) is installed. For the graphical user interface, the Standard
Widget Toolkit (SWT) is required. A list of operating systems, supported by SWT can be found
at http://www.eclipse.org/swt/. We recommend launching the application by using the
webstart link at http://www.ra.cs.uni-tuebingen.de/software/ModuleMaster/.
This version is always up to date and will automatically load all required libraries for your operating
system.

2.1.2 Hardware
With at least 1 GB main memory, you should be able to perform most tasks without any problem. For
large datasets, you should have at least 2 GB of main memory.
An active internet connection is required for retrieving sequences. It is possible to load sequences
from the local file system without an internet connection.

2.2 Integrating the “Transfac professional” Positional Weight Matrices
R

ModuleMaster comes with the “Transfac R public” Positional Weight Matrices (PWM) database. If
you have a license for the “Transfac R professional” database, you should integrate it into ModuleMaster. This can be done, by pushing the corresponding button on the matrix scan dialog inside
ModuleMaster. If you want to permanently integrate your database, here is how to do this:
1. Download “Transfac R professional” as flat file from the Biobase Homepage
(e.g. TFP 2008.3 win32.tar.gz)
2. Extract the cgibin.tar file
3. Extract the data/matrix.dat file from your cgibin.tar archive
4. Copy the matrix.dat file in your ModuleMaster folder
Note:
Please do not try to integrate other PWMs with this method. Since ModuleMaster needs background models for matrix scans, it does automatically load the background model calculated for the
Transfac R PWMs. If you integrate other PWMs with this method, either no or invalid background
models will be loaded.
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2.3 Starting the program

2.3 Starting the program
On most platforms, simply double clicking the jar file will start the application. If not, you can start
the application by typing
java -jar ModuleMaster.jar
on your command prompt. In most cases, ModuleMaster needs more than 64 MB memory, so it might
be convenient to create a shortcut and start the application with
java -Xms64M -Xmx1024M -jar ModuleMaster.jar
In this example, a minimum of 64 MB and a maximum of 1024 MB of memory will be available for
the program.
It is strongly recommended to start the program with at least 512 MB memory (-Xmx512M).

2.4 Starting the program without graphical user interface
Running ModuleMaster from the command line is convenient to perform automated scans on large
datasets. To use this possibility, you need to create a job file first (see Chapter 7). Syntax:
java -Xms64M -Xmx1024M -cp ModuleMaster.jar noGui MyJobFile
[Input/Output/Expressionfile-Path [ExpressionFileName]] [More
optional parameters]

Where brackets denote optional parameters.
MyJobFile Path and name of your job file (e.g. ./yeast/mmscan.job).
Input/Output/Expressionfile-Path Optional parameter: Changes all paths of your project (input
folder, output folder and the path (not the name) of your expression file) to the given path (e.g.
./yeast/).
ExpressionFileName Optional parameter: Changes the name (not the path) of your expression file
to the given value (e.g. yeast.dat).
More optional parameters:
Syntax for optional parameters: separate key-value pairs with a space character (“-key value”).
TM

-pv Double: P-value cutoff in MATCH

matrix scan.
TM

-wc Double: Weight-value cutoff in MATCH

matrix scan.

-gen Integer: Changes the number of generations performed by the genetic algorithm.
-abortgen Integer: Changes the number of generations to abort the genetic algorithm when no
better solution can be found.
-popsize Integer: Population size of the genetic algorithm.
-tsize Integer: Tournament size of the genetic algorithm.
-mrate Double: Mutation rate of the genetic algorithm.
-crate Double: Crossover rate of the genetic algorithm.

3
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-exp String: Changes the ModuleMaster expression file.
-n Integer: Number of transcription factors a module should contain.
-ws Integer: Window size when searching for modules.
-peninc Boolean: Penalize incomplete modules.
-penfac Double: Factor to increase the penalization of incomplete modules.
-overlaps Boolean: Overlaps allowed or not.
-multipwm Boolean: Allow/disallow multiple hits of one PWM.
-multitf Boolean: Allow/disallow multiple hits of one transcription factor.
-log Boolean: Logarithmize expression values.
-rsthr Double: Regression threshold for clustering genes and transcription factors from expression data.
-unsafemap Boolean: Unsafe mapping from transcription factors to expression data allowed
or disallowed.
-onlybest Boolean: Take only the best correlating transcription factor for every PWM.
-onlybestmulti Boolean: When calculating the regression value of a module that contains multimeres (e.g. dimere). If true, this option will only include the best correlating part of the
multimere in the regression. When false, all components of the multimere will be treated
as separate transcription factors in the regression.
-threads Integer: Number of threads to use, when scanning for new modules.
For example, running a job myJob.job, changing the paths to ../yeast/, setting the window
size to 250 and disallowing overlaps would result in the following command:
java -Xms512M -Xmx2048M -cp ModuleMaster.jar noGui myJob.job ../yeast/
-ws 250 -overlaps 0

For more information on these parameters or creating jobs, see the corresponding chapters.
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3 Quick tour
This chapter gives you a quick tour of ModuleMaster. At first, you will learn how to annotate your
expression file. This is a step that has to be performed only once for each microarray expression file.
Then we continue with searching for a regulatory module in a set of co-expressed genes.

3.1 Annotating microarray expression files

Figure 3.1: How to annotate a microarray expression file.
ModuleMaster needs as many information about the genes in your microarray file as possible.
For this reason, you have to annotate your probes with synonyms (e.g. Gene symbols, EnsEMBL
IDs, Descriptions, etc.). To do this, go to the homepage of your chip manufacturer (e.g. http://
www.affymetrix.com/products_services/arrays/index.affx) and download annotation files for your chip. If you are unsure about which chip was used, just download any or even
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better, download annotation files for all chips. ModuleMaster will automatically only match correct
annotations.
Please start ModuleMaster now. From the menu bar, select “Tools ⇒ Expression file ⇒ Merge
expression and annotation file”, select your files and wait until the process is done. The whole process
is visualized in Figure 3.1. Please see Section 6.4 for more information on the expression file and
annotation data.

3.2 Searching for cis-regulatory modules in a set of genes
All you need is a list of possibly co-regulated genes and your microarray expression data file. Your
expression file should be annotated with synonyms as explained in the previous section.

3.2.1 Retrieving promoter sequences

Figure 3.2: Retrieving promoter sequences for a set of genes.
Start ModuleMaster and push the “+” button in your sequences view. In the upcoming field, select
your organism, load or enter your gene names and select the database, you wish to use. Be careful:
when changing the database, you may have to re-select your organism. If you are retrieving humanoid
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3.3 Searching for all cis-regulatory modules in a microarray dataset

sequences, you might also want to filter the promoter sequences automatically for a specific tissue.
Hit the “Ok” button and your sequences are being retrieved. The process is visualized in Figure 3.2.

3.2.2 Searching for transcription factor binding sites

Figure 3.3: Searching for transcription factor binding sites.
Figure 3.3 shows how to search for transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) in a set of promoter seTM
quences. Select the “Matrix scan” tab and hit the “New Matrix Scan” button. Select “MATCH Matrix
Scan” from the upcoming menu and the dialog visualized on the right side of Figure 3.3 will appear.
Select your desired PWMs and leave all other options untouched. Hit “Scan now!” and your sequences
are being scanned for TFBS.

3.2.3 Searching for modules
This process is visualized in Figure 3.4. Go to the “Matrix Scan” dialog, hit the “Search Modules”
button and select “ModuleMaster”. In the upcoming dialog, you may have to select your PWMs (if
you did not use the inbuilt ones for the matrix scan) and your organism. In any case, you have to
select your annotated microarray expression file (more about how to annotate your file is in Section
3.1). Change all options as desired or leave them as they are, since reasonable default values have
been set for all options. Hit the “Search now!” button and ModuleMaster will search for cis-regulatory
modules. ModuleMaster will create a new tab in your “Modules” tab. When the search is done, you
can view all best (Pareto optimal) results by selecting the corresponding module in the list in your left.

3.3 Searching for all cis-regulatory modules in a microarray dataset
When you have a large dataset and want to evaluate your results by performing multiruns, the above
method might not be very convenient. For this reason, ModuleMaster supports batch processing via
job-control. A tutorial of how to do this can be found in Section 7.4.
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Figure 3.4: Searching for cis-regulatory modules.
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4 Sequences
4.1 The sequences dialog

Figure 4.1: The sequences dialog.
Figure 4.1 shows the sequences dialog. 16 sequences where added in this example. With the three
buttons below the list of sequences, you can
• add new sequences to the list (“+” button)
• remove the currently selected sequence (“-” button)
• Save all sequences as FASTA file (“Save” button)

4.2 Adding new sequences
For adding new sequences, please go to the sequences dialog and push the “+” button. The dialog,
shown in Figure 4.2 will appear. ModuleMaster supports three possibilities to add new sequences: Re-
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Figure 4.2: Dialog for adding new sequences.
trieve sequences from RSAT [TCST+ 08], retrieve sequences from EnsEMBL [HAA+ 09] or adding
new sequences directly from FASTA files. If you want to read sequences from FASTA files, click
the “Load genelist/sequences from file” button and select your FASTA file. Insert the sequences by
simply ignoring all other options and push “Ok”.
If you want to retrieve sequences from the internet, please follow the following steps:
1. Choose if you want to use EnsEMBL or RSAT to retrieve sequences. EnsEMBL is more reliable
and offers sequences of almost any length. RSAT in contrast, possesses many more organisms
for sequence retrieval.
2. Select your organism.
3. Load a list of genes or manually enter genes to retrieve. All gene names should be separated by
a new line.
4. Select your desired promoter length. Please remember that promoters use negative coordinates.
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Now confirm the dialog by pressing “Ok” and ModuleMaster will retrieve your sequences.

4.2.1 Tissue filter
When retrieving sequences from the internet, there is often more than one sequence available for a
gene symbol. If this happens, ModuleMaster usually retrieves and adds all available sequences for the
gene symbol. For retrieving human sequences the TiGER database [LYZ+ 08] has been implemented
in ModuleMaster. This database includes further tissue-dependent gene information, so a filtering for
a certain tissue is possible. Simply activate the tissue filtering and select your desired tissue. If a gene
has multiple sequences but no tissue information is available, you can select if you want to simply
ignore the gene and retrieve no sequence at all, or if you want to retrieve all sequences.
Note: Tissue information is only available for human genes!

4.3 FAQ
Why do I get multiple sequences, even though I just wanted to retrieve one sequence?
Sometimes there are multiple sequences for one gene name available (for example when the gene is
present in different tissues). Since ModuleMaster does not know which gene is the correct one, all
genes are retrieved and named e.g. MyGene.1 and MyGene.2.
My organism is not available.
RSAT contains more organisms than EnsEMBL provides. Try setting the “Always use RSAT” option
and take a look at the available organisms.
Where do the retrieved promoter sequences start?
When retrieving sequences from EnsEMBL, the start of a gene is always the transcription start site.
This may vary when retrieving sequences from RSAT. But if there is a choice, ModuleMaster does
always select the transcription start site as gene start.
Why does my tissue filter not filter any genes?
The tissue filter does only work for human sequences. Please remember that the TiGER database
[LYZ+ 08] includes many genes, but is far from being complete.
I can not retrieve any sequences.
Please check your internet connection and firewalls. If you retrieve sequences using RSAT, try retrieving them via EnsEMBL. EnsEMBL does understand Affymetrix IDs, EnsEMBL IDs and multiple
synonyms as gene names. RSAT does not! Make sure your gene names are divided by a new line each.
ModuleMaster crashes when retrieving a large list of genes.
If you retrieve many sequences, you need to give more memory to the program. See chapter 2.3 for
more information on this.
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5 Matrix scan
5.1 The “Matrix Scan” dialog

Figure 5.1: The matrix scan dialog.
Figure 5.1 shows the matrix scan dialog together with a matrix scan result. A matrix scan uses position
weight matrices (PWMs) to detect potential transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) in promoter seTM
quences. ModuleMaster uses the MATCH [KGR+ 03] algorithm to detect potential TFBSs.
The resulting dialog has 13 columns:
seq id Name of the sequence
ft type Either “limit” or “site”. “limit” simply denotes the start and end of a sequence, “site” represents a transcription factor binding site.
ft ac Accession number of the positional weight matrix (PWM) corresponding for this hit.
ft name Name of the PWM that is corresponding for this hit.
strand “D” = direct strand; “R” = reverse strand.
start and end Position of the hit, relative to the first nucleotide being “-1”.
sequence The nucleotide sequence of the potential binding site.
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Match-Score The match score as described in [KGR+ 03]. This score describes how good the PWM
models this binding site. A score of “1.0” means, that this is the most probable binding site the
PWM can detect.
Core-Score The core score as described in [KGR+ 03]. Basically, this is the same as the the matchscore, but only for the first five most probable nucleotides the PWM can detect.
%-Match This score shows how specific the PWM is for this binding site (best possible value: 1.0).
For example, given a PWM which detect a binding sites with probabilities “0.3” for “A” and “T”
and “0.2” for “G” and “C”. The Sequence “G” would now get a %-score of 0.2 and “T” would
get a %-score of 0.3. This means, that this PWM is not very specific for the given sequences.
P-value This value denotes the possibility that this hit is produced by chance. It is generated from a
pre-calculated background model. The value denotes the hits of this PWM in random sequences
with higher or the same match score, divided by the number of generated random sequences.
Please keep in mind, that short hits automatically have P-values close to 1.0 since the possibility
having these in random sequences is high. But this does not automatically mean that this hit is
meaningless.
log(W(x)) A logarithmized weight score according to [AVLT+ 03]. The values are mostly between
1 and 16 with a median of about 8. Higher values are possible and generally, a higher value
means that this hit is more significant.
Keep in mind that a matrix scan gives you hits for matrices. A single matrix can stand for multiple
actual transcription factors!

5.2 Performing a matrix scan
Please click the “New Matrix Scan” button shown in Figure 5.1 to perform a new matrix scan. AfterTM
wards, you can choose if you want to do a RSAT or a MATCH matrix scan. For the RSAT matrix
scan, please see the RSAT documentation at http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/rsat/. RSAT matrix
scans are very slow and often fail due to timeout errors and similar problems. If you are unsure which
TM
scan you should choose, the MATCH matrix scan should be your choice.
TM

5.2.1 MATCH

matrix scan

ModuleMaster includes a lot of PWMs and pre-calculated background models for your convenience.
Due to copyright protections, we cannot ship ModuleMaster with the full Transfac R PWM database.
Included is the “Transfac R public” PWM database, predicted transcription factor binding sites and
several PWMs created from IUPAC sequences (e.g. from PLACE [HUIK99]). If you have a “Transfac R professional”
license, please see chapter 2.2 on how to integrate it into the program. Please keep in mind, that all
provided background models are specific for these PWMs. If you use other or new PWMs, you need
to calculate a new background model.
When using the integrated PWMs, you simply need to select your organism and which PWMs to
use. If you wish to use your own PWMs, please follow the following steps:
1. Deselect the “Use experimental PWMs [...]” option. You should get a dialog similar to the one
in Figure 5.2.
2. Select the sequences you want to scan in the list on the left side. By default, all sequences are
selected.
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TM

Figure 5.2: MATCH matrix scan dialog. The “use experimental PWMs [...]” option has been
deselected. If you select this option, the PWMs and background models are loaded
automatically.
3. Select your matrix file using the “Browse” button. The file should be in Transfac R format1 .
4. If your matrix file contains matrices for several species, you can filter for a specific species.
Species information is read from the “BF” tag in your matrix file. The filter checks if the given
species occurs in your species tag. For example, if you filter for “sapiens”, PWMs annotated
with “Homo Sapiens” will be used and PWMs annotated with “Human” not. The filter is not
case sensitive.
5. Check your background model settings (see Subsection 5.2.1 for more information).
6. Choose cutoff values to determine the scores needed for a hit to count as such. The core and
match scores determine how well the PWM models the binding site and P-value and weight cutoff values are used to determine the significance of the hit. If you are unsure how to choose those
parameters, simply keep the default values. For the later module search, it is recommended to
set those values rather too low than too high.
7. Hit the “Scan now” button.
Other options on this dialog:
1 See

the Biobase Transfac R documentation at http://www.gene-regulation.com/pub/databases/
transfac/doc/matrix1.html for further information
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TM

Reverse origin This option tells the MATCH algorithm that you are scanning promoter sequences
if checked. If you uncheck this option, all coordinates will be positive (corresponding to downstream coordinates).
Scan reverse strand, too If activated, both (direct and reverse strand) will be scanned. The reverse
strand, which is the reverse complement of the direct strand, will automatically be generated
and scanned. If deactivated only the direct strand will be scanned.
Output limits Outputs the start and end coordinates for your sequences. You should select this option
if you want to draw feature maps or scan for modules later.
Allow overhanging hits This option tells the algorithm whether to allow hits that are only partially
covered by the given sequence or not. For example, if you give a promoter sequence with length
2000 bp and you have a hit of 10 bp from -1996 bp to -2006 bp, this option tells the program
whether to report this hit or not. Since it is hard to score the missing nucleotides, you should
not activate this function.
The background model
A background model is necessary for calculating the P-value and for more significant weight values.
If you do not specify any background model, the weight score will be calculated using equiprobable nucleotide frequencies. For this reason, ModuleMaster contains organism-dependent nucleotide
frequency files, taken from RSAT [TCST+ 08]. These files correspond to 4th order hidden Markov
models [TLM+ 01] and can be used to calculate a more precise background model for your PWMs.
If you are using the supplied or “Transfac R professional” matrices, all this has been done for you.
If you are using your own matrices, deselect the “Use experimental PWMs [...]” option and select
“Use Background Model” on the right hand side of the dialog. Choose “RSAT BG Models” and your
organism. If your organism is not in the list, you can specify single nucleotide frequencies to get a
more precise background model.
The calculation of a background model takes some time and you may want to do several scans with
the same PWMs. Therefore, ModuleMaster saves the background model to the file “data/MatchBGModelUsedLastTime” relative to your ModuleMaster directory. If you are unsure where this file is
located, simply search for “MatchBGModelUsedLastTime”.
This file can be used for further scans with the same matrices on sequences from the same organism.
Select the “File containing BG model” option in the background model area of the dialog and browse
to the file containing your background model. To make sure you are selecting the correct background
model, it might be convenient to copy the “MatchBGModelUsedLastTime” file to a folder of your
choice and rename it to something more meaningful.
Individual matrix cutoffs
Since each PWM is different, global cutoff values for core and match scores might not be the best
choice. Therefore, ModuleMaster supports individual cutoff scores for each matrix you use. These
scores have already been pre-calculated for the supplied PWMs. If you want individual cutoff scores
for your own PWMs, please use the following format (standard format for match cutoff scores):
AC
MC
CC

<Your matrix accession number. Exactly the same as used in your
PWM file.>
<Match score cutoff value.>
<Core score cutoff value.>
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//
Example for two PWMs:
AC
MC
CC
//
AC
MC
CC
//

X012345
0.64
0.712
X00354
0.58
0.36

By clicking “Browse for individual cutoff values” in the lower left corner of the matrix scan dialog,
you can browse for your individual cutoff score file and select it. If ModuleMaster can find a individual
cutoff score for a PWM, this score will be used. If no individual cutoff score can be found, the global
cutoff score will be used. ModuleMaster is able to calculate individual cutoff scores for your PWMs.
Please go to the main screen of ModuleMaster, select “Tools ⇒ PWM file ⇒ Calculate minFN cutoff
values” in the menu bar. The scores will be calculated according to the 90 % method as described in
[KGR+ 03].
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6.1 The “Modules” dialog

Figure 6.1: The result of a module search with the ModuleMaster algorithm.
The ModuleMaster algorithm uses two scores for getting predictions on potential cis-regulatory modules (CRMs). The Module Searcher (MS) score gives a clue how significant the transcription factor
binding sites are and the regression (R2 ) score tells you how well the genes in the cluster and the
transcription factors in the module correlate. A higher score is always better. ModuleMaster uses
a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm [Kro08] to search for potential CRMs. Since this algorithm
uses two fitness functions to detect modules, there is more than one optimal solution available. ModuleMaster shows you all potentially best solutions and gives you the possibility to pick the module
which is most likely to regulate the cluster. Figure 6.1 shows the “Modules” dialog with one opened
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module. The screen is divided in seven areas:
A A list of the best modules found during the search. Modules starting with “Best” have a high
Module Searcher (MS) score and a high regression (R2 ) score. The module “Best MS” is
the module with the highest MS score found during the search. The “Best R2 ” module is the
module with the highest R2 score found during the search. Modules starting with “Pareto” are
all included in the Pareto front after the last generation.
B An information bar, which tells you how well your genes and transcription factors could be mapped
to the expression data in your microarray file. If too many genes or transcription factors cannot
be mapped, you should consider annotating your microarray file with synonyms and different
IDs for genes.
C Accession numbers of transcription factors contained in the selected module.
D The MS and R2 score of the currently selected module.
E All binding sites the current module contains in your cluster. For further information see the matrix
scan chapter (Chapter 5).
F The expression data the genes and transcription factors have been mapped to.
Symbol The gene symbol, taken from the expression file.
Mapped to Accession number of the PWM the transcription factor has been mapped to.
Description The gene description, taken from the expression file.
Ensembl ID The EnsEMBL ID, taken from the expression file.
Affy. ID The Affymetrix ID, taken from the expression file.
Averaged from x probes Number of probes in your expression file, the expression data for this
transcription factor has been averaged from.
Single R2 Correlation of the linear regression, considering all genes in the cluster and only this
transcription factor.
Inhibitory Prediction if this transcription factor acts as a repressor (inhibitory) or as an activator (exhibitory). A transcription factor is predicted to be a repressor, if its expression curve
are anti-correlating relative to the expression curve of the genes in the current cluster.
The following columns contain the actual expression values.
G Visualization of the selected module. Each gene is listed in its own row and each transcription
factor has its own color. Boxes above the line are transcription factors on the forward strand,
boxes below the line correspond to transcription factors on the reverse strand.

6.2 Visualizations, statistics, export and validation options
You have a lot of options for further evaluating your module. You can export your module as GraphML
file [BEH+ 02] (e.g. for visualization in yEd1 [yWo07]) or export it as SBML file [FH03] (for visualization or further simulations). You can create various R 2 scripts for visualization of the expression
and regression curves or you can even search for this module in other promoter sequences to validate
the specificity of the current module for the current cluster. For more information on all these options,
please see Section 8.1.
1 http://www.yworks.com/products/yed/
2 http://www.r-project.org
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6.3 Searching for cis-regulatory modules
To search for cis-regulatory modules (CRMs), go to the “Matrix Scan” tab as shown in figure 5.1.
You need a matrix scan result to search for modules. Either select your matrix scan, run a new one or
load an existing matrix scan to continue. On this tab, hit the “Search Modules” button to search for
CRMs. You can now select if you want to search using the “Module Searcher” algorithm (as described
in [AVLT+ 03]) or using the “ModuleMaster” algorithm. Since all options on the Module Searcher
dialog are contained in the ModuleMaster dialog, only the ModuleMaster dialog is explained here. If
you are unsure which algorithm to choose, the “ModuleMaster” algorithm should be your choice.

Figure 6.2: The ModuleMaster algorithm dialog, which allows you to search for new cis-regulatory
modules.
The ModuleMaster dialog opens by default in a basic state. To get access to all options, open the
advanced state by pressing the “advanced” button in the lower left corner. Figure 6.2 shows the dialog
in advanced state. Below is a description of all available options:
Module search options: These options influence the MS score:
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Penalize incomplete - This option penalizes modules in sequences, which do not contain all
transcription factors that should be in the module.
of transcription factors that should be in the module
The value is Number
Number of transcription factors that are in the module
Penalization factor - This option lets you increase the penalization factor. The actual penalization factor (≤ 1) is multiplied by this value.
Overlaps allowed - Allows you to choose if TFBS are allowed to overlap or not.
Allow multiple hits of one PWM - This option lets you choose if a PWM is allowed to occur
multiple times (but each for a different transcription factor) in a module (same PWM
but different expression data). Recommended is turning this option on, because different
transcription factors might be modeled by the same PWM.
Allow multiple hits of one TF - May exactly the same transcription factor (same PWM and
same expression data) occur multiple times in a module? (This option is not recommended)
Window size - This option lets you choose the window size in base pairs (bp), in which all
transcription factors have to occur (recommended about 40 bp for each transcription factor
in the module).
Score TFs by - Lets you choose which column you want to use for your MS scoring scheme.
“Weight” is recommended.
Scale values from 0 to 1 - If activated, this option will assign the value 1 to the best Weight
score in the matrix scan and 0 to the worst. All other values are scaled respectively between 0 and 1. This does not change the results, but improves the comparability in the
module at the cost of comparability between different modules.
Regression options: These options influence the R2 score and your expression data in general:
R2 threshold for clustering TFs and genes - To separate different splice variants of the same
gene, ModuleMaster clusters all probes of expression data that are mapped to one transcription factor. If the correlation falls below this value, the probes are splitted into several
distinct transcription factors.
Logarithmize expression values
Scoring scheme (regression method) - Lets you choose how to calculate the R2 value for
module scoring. In most cases, this should be a multivariate regression, taking the mean
value of all sequences in the cluster as y value and the transcription factor i as xi value.
Besides this, you might select one of the following options:
1. One regression for each sequence and average R2 ’s. This option does not take the
mean of all sequences as y component, but performs one regression for each sequence
and takes the mean of the results.
2. One regression for each TF and average R2 ’s. This option does not perform a multivariate regression, but a simple linear regression for each transcription factor. The
results are averaged to a single R2 .
Consider only best multimere component - When scoring multimeres (e.g., dimeres), each
component is treated separately in the multivariate regression. When turning this option
on, only the best correlating component is considered. The other components are not
considered for calculating the R2 .
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Mapping options: These options change the mapping between microarray expression values and
transcription factors / genes.
Search for symbol-word in descriptions if no better hits are available - Also called “unsafe
mapping”. If activated, the algorithm considers also non-exact matches when mapping expression values to PWMs. If available, exact matches are always preferred.
Only take one (best correlating) set of expression data per PWM. - If this option is activated,
each PWM corresponds to exactly one transcription factor. This means, that a PWM may
not represent multiple transcription factors or a family of transcription factors. The best
correlating transcription factor will be chosen.
Sequence mapping - How expression values should be mapped to your promoter sequences.
The default option tries to find a good correlating dominant set between the available
probes for a gene and takes this set. ModuleMaster offers you a second option, which will
not consider the correlation of the probes, but takes all available probes for calculating the
mean value (not recommended since different splice variants are possible).
Transcription factor mapping - PWMs are mapped to transcription factors based on common
names in the available annotation data. This way, each different name has a distinct set
of expression values, but uses the same PWM. Furthermore each transcription factor is
splitted by the regression of the probes that are mapped to the transcription factor. The
corresponding threshold value for this can be specified in the “Regression options” section.
You may turn off the clustering by name.
General options:
Number of transcription factors, a module should contain - This is one of the most important options you have to decide. Please specify your module size. Depending on the size
of your cluster, calculations with up to 15 transcription factors are feasible.
Report x best solutions - Besides the maximal MS module, maximal R2 module and modules
defined by the Pareto front, ModuleMaster tries to find modules which have a nearly optimal MS and R2 score. This option lets you choose how many of those “best” modules
ModuleMaster should store.
Abort search after x generations if no better solutions have been found. - This option will
abort the evolutionary algorithm if no better solutions have been found since the last x
generations.
GA options: With these options, you can influence the behavior of the multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm. If you use the default settings, you should get solutions, that are nearly optimal. For
more information on genetic and other evolutionary algorithms, see the EvA2 documentation
[Kro08].
Population size - Number of solutions that are created in each generation.
Tournament size
Generations - Hard limit of generations to perform before aborting the search.
Mutation rate
Crossover rate
The only required information is your input data. Providing your PWM file (exactly the same file
you used for your matrix scan), your microarray expression data file and selecting your organism is
sufficient for a module search.
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6.4 The microarray expression data file
To enhance the results when searching for modules, the ModuleMaster algorithm considers microarray
expression data. It is very important that your microarray file is a simple CVS (tab delimited) file that
is similar to the following example:
# use a dash each line before the actual file content starts
# to write comments. All data is tab delimited!
# The next line contains neccesary captions:
Name
xyz1_30min xyz1_1h gene_symbol ensembl
71933_at
2.378
20.123 wnt6
ensg00000115596
...
The following rules apply:
• All columns are separated by one tab each (tab delimited CVS-file).
• The first line that does not start with a dash (#) contains captions.
• Column descriptions (captions), ending with “#h”, “# h”, “#d”, “# d” (where # is a number),
contain the word “min” or “minutes” and captions which are numbers or start with five digits
contain expression values!
• A column called “probe set id” or “name” contains Affymetrix IDs.
• A column called “gene symbol” contains the gene symbol (an abbreviation of the gene
name).
• A column called “ensembl” contains EnsEMBL IDs.
• A column called “refseq” contains RefSeq descriptions.
• A column called “gene title” contains the gene title (a description of the gene).
• Cells containing no text, “-” or “- - -” will be treated as missing value or no information available.
• Multiple values in a cell (e.g. multiple gene symbols) must be divided by “///”.
Your expression data file should contain at least the gene symbols, Affymetrix IDs, gene descriptions and the actual expression values. ModuleMaster tries to find transcription factors for every
PWM. For this purpose ModuleMaster tries to map each PWM to one or more rows in your expression file. To do this, you must provide as many synonyms for a gene as available. For example, if
you’ve got a PWM called “AP1” and a row in your expression file, simply containing the gene symbol
“AP1GBP1” and expression values, ModuleMaster will not find the corresponding gene and has to
leave it out. It is even worse if you only have an Affymetrix ID and expression values. In this case,
ModuleMaster cannot find matching descriptions and is not able to map the PWMs to the expression
data. For this reason it is recommended to use the supplied PWMs. These have already been annotated with many synonyms. If you use your own PWMs, try to provide as many binding factors for
your PWM as possible (“BF” rows in PWMs). In any case, you should give as much information as
possible in your expression data file. Most expression data files contain just an Affymetrix ID and expression values. To get further annotations, select “Tools ⇒ Expression file ⇒ Merge expression and
annotation file” in the ModuleMaster main screen. Annotation files are available from your microarray
chip manufacturer (e.g. http://www.affymetrix.com/products_services/arrays/
index.affx). If you are not sure about your manufacturer or if you do not have any annotation file
available, simply try using annotation files from Affymetrix. Use the “Merge expression and annotation file” option on your first try and look if you can get any annotations mapped to your data. If
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you want to improve your annotation further, download a different annotation file and select “Update
expression file”. This process is visualized in Figure 3.1.

6.5 Mapping microarray expression data to genes and transcription
factors
ModuleMaster has to assign expression values (a list of “probes”) to each gene and each transcription
factor. For this reason it is very important that your PWMs and your expression file is annotated with
as much information as possible. Functions for annotating your data files can be found in the “Tools”
Menu on the ModuleMaster main screen. You can find more on annotating expression files in Section
6.4. If you are not using the included or “Transfac R professional” PWMs, you should annotate your
own PWMs by selection “Tools ⇒ PWM file ⇒ Annotate PWM file with synonyms” from the menu
bar on the ModuleMaster main screen. Annotating expression or PWM files has only to be done once
for each file.
The mapping procedure follows a ranking system how well a mapping is. For example, if a probe
can be assigned to a PWM via an Affymetrix or EnsEMBL ID, this is a good mapping. Assigning
expression probes by using the gene symbol is also good, but assigning them by their description is
not the best solution and only done if no better mapping is available (can be turned off in the options
dialog). This way, it is possible that for example, a PWM called “AP” can get different clusters of
probes, called “AP-1”, “AP-2”, “AP-isoform 1”,... Each of these probe clusters may consist itself of
many probes. One reason for this is that microarray chip manufacturers split large genes into different
probes. This is why ModuleMaster averages all those probes to one single line (custom “probe”) of
expression values. Unfortunately, there is a second reason for this: these probes may be from different
splicing variants of the same gene. This is why ModuleMaster tests the correlation of all probes a gene
possesses. If the correlation falls below a threshold (can be set in the options dialog), the probes are
considered being from different splicing variants and the gene is splitted. This way, it is possible to
obtain the same PWM mapped to a transcription factor with the same name, but containing different
expression values. Both transcription factors are treated as autonomous transcription factors.
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If you want to analyze numerous clusters for CRMs, it is not convenient doing a search by hand for
each cluster. That is why ModuleMaster supports jobs that automatically process all clusters and save
the results. Keep in mind that job processing can be done in parallel. ModuleMaster will automatically
detect every available processor and every available virtual processor in your system and will create
a thread for it. Besides this, it is possible to work on the same directories (e.g. clusters) on multiple
computers which share the work automatically.

7.1 Prerequisites
You need your clustering results in the following format: The results are in their own folder. Each
cluster has its own file called, for example ClusterX.txt (where X is the number of the cluster).
These files should contain the names of the genes in the cluster, separated by a new line. If you have biclustering results (clustered conditions and genes), you may add a first line called #Conditions:
and insert the names of the clustered conditions, separated by a comma. If the conditions are set,
ModuleMaster will only consider expression values, containing one of these words in their column
caption. If no condition filter is set, all expression values contained in your expression file will be
considered. See Figure 7.1 for an example of how to format your clustering files. You should keep
in mind, that EnsEMBL and RSAT do not have promoter sequences for all gene names available.
This might become a problem if you have small clusters e.g. with 9 genes from which 5 are not
retrievable. For this reason, ModuleMaster comes with a filter tool that removes sequences without
available promoter sequences from your expression file (“Tools ⇒ Expression file ⇒ Filter expression
file”). Please do not select the “Retrieve all available promoters” option, when filtering your file. Use
this filtered file only for your clustering application. Do not use the filtered file for the later module
search.

(a) Folder, containing clustering results. Each (b) Contents of a cluster file. The first line is optional. All genes should be
cluster has its own file.
separated by a new line.

Figure 7.1: Structure of clustering results.
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Alternatively, you can provide direct FASTA files. These files should be called e.g., Cluster1.txt.FASTA
and contain all promoters in FASTA format. If you supply those, ModuleMaster automatically skips
the retrieve sequence part and continues with the matrix scan and searching for modules.

7.2 Creating jobs
To create a job, select “Tools ⇒ Jobs - Automatization” from the menu bar on the ModuleMaster
main screen. The screen shown in Figure 7.2 will show up. The “Input Bi-clustering file” option is
experimental and should not be used. Your clustering results should reside in a own folder with one
file per cluster. See Section 7.1 for more information on the structure. It is recommended to set your
input and output folder to the same directory. The input folder will be used to read your clustering
results and to write your retrieved sequences. For the matrix scans and module searches, the output
folder is used. Please specify all settings (Retrieve Sequence, Matrix Scan, ModuleMaster) before
clicking “Ok”. If you do not select “Save job for noGui usage”, the job will be executed immediately.
If you select this option, ModuleMaster will create a new job file which can be executed from the
command line. If you want to split your retrieve sequence and your module search job, please select
the corresponding options.

Figure 7.2: Dialog for creating new jobs.
Hint: Retrieving Sequences does not take too long. Run your retrieve sequence job separately on
your local machine and use the resulting FASTA files to run the module search on a grid computing
system or similar.

7.3 Running saved jobs
Running your saved jobs is done by calling ModuleMaster from the command line. Please see Section
2.4 for a complete documentation on this. Section 2.4 does also contain a list of optional command
line parameters to change the input/output path, location and name of your expression file and nearly
every other option, ModuleMaster provides.
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7.4 Complete tutorial: From a microarray data file to all corresponding
CRMs
This tutorial gives an example of how to scan a complete microarray dataset for CRMs. Of course,
you may choose any other folder structure or clustering algorithm than mentioned here.
The first step is to obtain your microarray data. It is recommended that this data contains microarray
results from multiple different conditions, consisting itself of a time series. The first line that does not
contain comments (lines starting with “#” or “;” are comment lines) should contain your column
descriptions. Your microarray expression file should be a simple tab delimited CVS-file (see Section
6.4 for more on this). If you do not have your own promoters, make sure to filter your expression
file first for genes that have promoter sequences available. Use “Tools ⇒ Expression file ⇒ Filter
expression file” for this purpose.
The second step is clustering your data. We recommend EDISA [SSW+ 07] to do this, because this
clustering algorithm is designed for microarray data containing multiple conditions and time series.
You should now have a folder, containing one file for each cluster as explained in Section 7.1.
If your expression file is not annotated, you should do this first. Start ModuleMaster and select
“Tools ⇒ Expression file ⇒ Merge expression and annotation file”. More information on this can be
found in Section 6.4.
To create a job, select “Tools ⇒ Jobs - Automatization” from the ModuleMaster menu bar. Please
specify all settings (Retrieve Sequence, Matrix Scan, ModuleMaster) as desired (see the corresponding
chapters of this document if you have questions on this).
If you wish to run the whole job on your own system, please select the correct input and output path
and do not select “Save job for noGui usage”. Click “Ok” and “Do everything.” ModuleMaster will
now process all clustering files and save the results.
If you wish to run the job on a grid computing system, it is recommended to retrieve all sequences
on your local machine first. Specify only your retrieve sequence settings and your input folder. Click
“Ok” and “Do only retrieve sequence job”. As soon as ModuleMaster retrieved all your sequences,
move all new FASTA files to a new folder or delete your old clustering files from this folder (remember
to backup your data). Now return to the jobs dialog (“Tools ⇒ Jobs - Automatization”) and specify all
settings as desired. The content of the input and output folder field is not that important, since it can
be changed later. Select “Save job for noGui usage” and Click “Ok” and “Export only ModuleMaster
Job”.

(a) Proposed folder structure for this example. “ModuleMaster” contains the program, “YeastStress” contains all data in
the same folder.

(b) Content of the “YeastStress” folder (cluster files as
FASTA sequences, job, expression file (.exp).

Figure 7.3: Folder structure and contents for the current tutorial.
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ModuleMaster will create a job file and put it into the ModuleMaster home directory. Create a
new folder on your grid computing system, which contains your retrieved FASTA sequences (your
clusters), the newly created job file and your microarray expression file. Create a second folder and
copy the ModuleMaster into this new folder (you can download the ModuleMaster JAR file at http:
//www.ra.cs.uni-tuebingen.de/software/ModuleMaster/downloads/). An example of the proposed folder structure and content is visualized in Figure 7.3. Now you need to
create your SSH scripts to queue and start your job. Algorithm 1 shows an example of how to queue
10 multiruns of a module search. The script queues jobs, which call the script “start.sh” (shown
in Algorithm 2). The second script gets the name of a new folder to create as first argument (i.e.,
Run${Counter}), the name of the existing subfolder which does contain all data as second argument (i.e., YeastStress), the job-file as third argument, the expression file name (only name, not
path!) as fourth and additional parameters (see Section 2.4) as last arguments.
Algorithm 1 Queuing jobs on a grid computing system.
1
2
3
4

#!/bin/sh
#
# Adds 10 multiruns of the same job to your queue.
#

5
6

mkdir yeastResults

7
8
9
10

11
12

COUNTER=0
while [ $COUNTER -lt 10 ]; do
qsub -cwd -q all.q -S /bin/sh -o ./yeastResults/Results_${COUNTER} start.sh
Run${COUNTER} YeastStress yeast.job YeastStress.new.exp -ws 200 -n 5
-overlaps 0
let COUNTER=COUNTER+1
done

The script which actually runs ModuleMaster is shown in Algorithm 2. This script creates a new
directory for the current run and copies all necessary files into the new folder. Afterwards, the script
starts the ModuleMaster algorithm and runs until all modules in all clusters are found.
ModuleMaster is able to process jobs in parallel. Simply queue more jobs with the same parameters
and all work will be shared. If you use a grid computing system, please keep in mind to select another
output file (“-o ” option) for every job.
Please see Chapter 8.2 for a documentation on how to further evaluate your multiruns, compare
them and create various reports and statistics.
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Algorithm 2 Script to be called from the “queueJobs” script. This script starts a complete module
search. It may be called several times with the same options for parallel job processing.
1
2
3
4

#!/bin/sh
#
# Runnning a Module Master job
#

5
6
7
8
9
10

#
#
#
#
#

1.
2.
3.
4.
x.

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

=
=
=
=
=

Run+ID (e.g. "Run1")
Directory (e.g. "YeastStress")
JobFile (e.g. "yeast.job")
Expression file (e.g. "YeastStress.new.exp")
More Module Master Parameter

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

# Create a string for "More Module Master Parameters"
COUNTER=1
APPEND="";
for VAR in $@; do
if [ $COUNTER -gt 4 ]; then
APPEND="$APPEND $VAR";
fi
let COUNTER=COUNTER+1
done

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

# Create a new directory for this run, copy all required files
cd ./$2
if [ ! -d $1/ ]; then
mkdir $1
cp *.fasta ./$1
cp $3 ./$1
cp $4 ./$1
fi

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

# Start the run
cd /home/MyPath/ModuleMaster
echo "-------------------"
date
echo "Starting $2"
java -version
echo "-------------------"
# 1. argument: Path to the job file; 2. Path to the current directory;
# 3. expression file name (Name only!); 4. Additional parameters.

40
41
42

# The following line is for using a extracted Module Master version
#java -Xms1024M -Xmx2048M noGui ../$2/$1/$3 ../$2/$1/ $4 $APPEND

43
44
45

# The following line is for using a JARed Module Master version
Java -cp ModuleMaster.jar -Xms512M -Xmx2048M noGui ../$2/$1/$3 ../$2/$1/ $4
$APPEND

46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54
55

echo "done."
date
cd ../$2/$1/
# Commented, since no parallel job processing is possible if a thread removes
these files
#rm *.fasta
#rm *.job
#rm *.exp
cd ..
cd ..
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8 Further evaluation options
ModuleMaster offers a lot of further evaluation options. Depending on your needs, you can further
evaluate a single module or a whole set of modules, including modules from multiruns and runs on
random datasets.

8.1 Further evaluating a single module
Besides all information shown in the Module dialog (see Figure 6.1), you can visualize and analyze
the module in even more ways:

8.1.1 Export to GraphML file

Figure 8.1: Example of a GraphML visualization of three Modules (one per cluster) using yEd.
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Open your Module dialog and click “Save ⇒ Export (GraphML - yFiles)”. ModuleMaster will
then export a Visualization of the currently selected module as shown in Figure 8.1. You can open
GraphML files for example in in yEd (http://www.yworks.com/products/yed/) which is
available at no costs.
Every module (there is always one module per cluster visualized) is shown as a so called “group
node”. This node can be collapsed in which case all genes in the cluster appear as nodes in this group
node. In the above mentioned figure, clusters 1 to 4 are group nodes. Cluster 1 is collapsed and
the genes inside this cluster are visible. All exhibitory (activating) transcription factors are shown in
green, with a solid arrow pointing to the cluster it regulates. All inhibitory transcription factors are
shown in red, with a diamond-like arrow pointing to the cluster it regulates. Transcription factors
that appear as exhibitory and inhibitory transcription factors, are shown in yellow. Multimeres (e.g.,
dimer) are shown as group nodes also. If collapsed, all genes contained in the multimere appear. In
Figure 8.1, “T3R” is a collapsed dimer consisting of “rara” and “rxrg”. This is an exhibitory
dimer (green). In the middle, “NR3C4:NR3C4” is shown. This dimer is not collapsed and activates
and inhibits the transcription of various clusters.

8.1.2 Export to SBML file

TM

Figure 8.2: Example of a CellDesigner specific SBML export using the first export Method. The
cluster, containing different genes is visualized as a big box on the right side, all transcription factors controlling the cluster are shown separated on the left side.
ModuleMaster offers two different possibilities to create SBML files. All those can be viewed for
TM
example with CellDesigner (http://www.celldesigner.org). The first Method results in
a clearly arranged picture as shown in Figure 8.2. It is created by clicking “Save ⇒ Export (SBML TM
CellDesigner )” from the module dialog. The cluster is visualized as a “complex” node on the right
side. It contains all genes in the cluster, which are modeled as a “gene” each. All transcription factors
are shown as “RNA” on the left side. They have a reaction affecting the regulation of the cluster.
Alternatively, you may select “Save ⇒ Export (SBML - pure, functional)” from the module dialog.
TM
This export function is a general SBML export which is not especially designed for CellDesigner or
other programs. An example is shown in Figure 8.3. Every transcription factor and the cluster, they
regulate, is visualized as a DNA with an arrow to a RNA with an arrow to a “degraded”-state. The
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RNA-Modules of the transcription factors have a reaction arrow, affecting the transcription from DNA
to RNA of all genes in the cluster.

Figure 8.3: Example of a SBML export using the second export Method. Every transcription factor
and the cluster is visualized as RNA, DNA and “degraded”-state with correct reaction
arrows.
This export function is thought to be useful for further model simulations. It is not thought to be a
“nice-to-view” export.

8.1.3 Visualization of the expression and regression curves
If you want to have further information of how good transcription factors and the genes in the cluster
correlate, you can choose “Save ⇒ Export (R Scripts for expression / regression visualization)” from
the module dialog. You should have R installed on your system to compile these scripts. If R is
installed, ModuleMaster tries to compile the scripts automatically. If ModuleMaster can’t find R,
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you’ll have to compile the scripts yourself. Keep in mind that ModuleMaster writes fixed paths into
the scripts. If you copy them to another location, you may have to change the paths inside the R script.
You can get R from http://www.r-project.org. It is recommended to have the latest version
installed. ModuleMaster was tested with R version 2.8.1.

(a) The expression profile of a cluster.

(b) Regression of all genes in the cluster (bisectrix) and all transcription factors.

Figure 8.4: Examples of graphs, generated by ModuleMaster and visualized using R.
Four pictures will be created:
• A module picture as shown in the last third of Figure 6.1.
• The regression curves as shown in Figure 8.4(a). The expression of the cluster is shown as dark
black line. All transcription factors are visualized in their own color with their own expression
profile.
• The regression curves as shown in Figure 8.4(b). All genes have a perfect correlation to themselves, so they are always displayed as a bisectrix. The actual values are visualized as circles.
All expression values of all transcription factors are shown with a symbol and color, correspond
to the transcription factor. The regression curve of every transcription factor is shown as a line
in the same color as the transcription factor dots. The multivariate R2 is displayed in the lower
right corner of the picture.
• A picture which shows the regression of every transcription factor separately. This is nearly
the same as Figure 8.4(b) but with one picture for each transcription factor. Multimeres (e.g.
dimers) are splitted into its components and marked as “<<PART X>>”, where X is the number of the component.

8.1.4 Validating the specificity of the current module
You may validate the specificity of your module by searching for it in all promoters of your microarray
dataset and compare the scores. Please save your current module first, since this “Module search” will
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Figure 8.5: The “Search Module” dialog, which is used to validate the specificity of your module.
destroy some of your original data. Click “Search” from the module dialog to get a dialog which
should look like the one shown in Figure 8.5. On the left hand side, you can select the module you
want to validate. In the middle of the dialog, you need to submit some data. ModuleMaster needs the
“Promoters of the original cluster”. These are the FASTA sequences you mined for the current module
(e.g. the FASTA sequences of your current Cluster). The expression file and optionally, the results of
your clustering algorithm (the original clustering files; No FASTA sequences!). Furthermore you need
to supply all FASTA sequences in which you want to search for the selected module. If you do not
have this file, you can simply retrieve all promoters of your microarray experiment by selecting “Tools
⇒ Expression file ⇒ Filter expression file / Get all sequences” from the ModuleMaster main dialog.
Besides this information, you need to decide in which case a module is considered being contained in
TM
a promoter and you need to choose your MATCH matrix scan settings.
It is very important that you supply exactly the same data and choose exactly the same options
(especially in the matrix scan settings dialog) as you used for the original Module search.
Click “Ok” as soon as you provided all necessary data. As soon as the search is done, a dialog
that looks like Figure 8.6 will appear. In this dialog, all genes that contain the selected module are
displayed together with the MS and R2 score of the module. A third score (the “% score”) is also
displayed. This score is calculated according to the following formula:


  2

MSmax
Rmax
· 100 +
· 100
MS
R2

(8.1)

Where MSmax corresponds to the highest MS score achieved and R2max corresponds to the highest
score achieved. MS and R2 correspond to the actual scores of the current gene. The maximal
score, which can be achieved, is 200. The minimal score is 0.
Further, the result contains a column called “In original cluster”, which is 1 if and only if the gene
is in the cluster in which the module has been found. If you supply your clustering results, a sixth

R2
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Figure 8.6: The results of a search for a module in a set of given promoters.
column called “In cluster” is displayed. This column lists all clusters the current module is contained
in.

8.2 Further evaluating a set of modules
If you have modules of a complete clustering dataset and multiruns of each cluster, it might not be
convenient to evaluate every module file by its own. For this reason, ModuleMaster provides several
tools, that summarize information, create reports and draws graphs.
The first option is drawing an overview of a complete multirun. An example of the resulting graph
can be seen in Figure 8.1. To draw such a graph, select “Tools ⇒ Multiple module visualization
(GraphML export)” from your ModuleMaster main dialog. In the appearing dialog, enter your input
folder (containing all .modules-files) and hit ok. Remember: every module file is a container
for multiple modules (best MS and R2 , best MS, best R2 and last Pareto front). In the field “Get
module(s)” you may enter the number of the modules you want to draw for a cluster. For example,
1 will only draw the “Best 1” module for each cluster. 1, 3 will draw (and merge if applicable) the
“Best 1” and “Best 3” modules. If you have exactly 5 “Best” modules, the selection 6 will draw the
“Best MS” module and so on. Selecting “Merge all best modules to one” will automatically select all
modules with best MS and best R2 (e.g. called “Best 1”, “Best 2”,...) and visualize them.
For a description of the resulting picture, please see Subsection 8.1.1. Additionally the following
changes apply now: If a transcription factor X is thought to regulate cluster Y but is contained as gene
in cluster Z, then an arrow is drawn from cluster Z to cluster Y and no separate transcription factor
is drawn. If you select the “Alternative visualization” option, a normal box for transcription factor
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X is drawn, together with a grey, dashed arrow to the cluster containing this transcription factor (Z).
This option can completely be deactivated by deselecting “Link TFs, contained in other modules, to
current module”. If this option is deselected, the information that a transcription factor is contained
in another cluster is ignored. The option “Draw every TF only once” will create only one box for
each transcription factor. Example: transcription factor X regulates cluster Y and cluster Z then
transcription factor X is drawn once, with arrows to cluster Y and Z. If this option is deselected, X is
drawn two times, one pointing to Y and one to Z.

8.2.1 Evaluating a complete cluster dataset that may contain multiruns and random
runs
By selecting “Tools ⇒ Post-process multiruns”, ModuleMaster does automatically generate several
graphs and reports for a given set of module search results. In the appearing dialog, please select
the parent folder, containing subfolders of your multirun. If you have a dataset with 4 multiruns for
example, select a folder which contains 4 subfolders called for example Run1, Run2, Run3 and
Run4. If you do not have multiruns, please copy your .modules-files to a folder called Run1 and
select the folder which contains the Run1 folder.
For validation purposes, you may run all your ModuleMaster scans on a random dataset (which
itself can be created with “Tools ⇒ Promoter sequences ⇒ Replace promoter sequences with random
genes”). If you did so, please enter the folder, containing your random runs in the appropriate field.
The same rules as for your normal multiruns apply here.
If you now hit the start button, ModuleMaster performs the following evaluations:
• Drawing a GraphML (yEd) picture of every normal and every random run.
• Comparing your multiruns. A new folder “best” is created, which contains the best module
found in any multirun of each cluster. This folder is evaluated, too (a graph is drawn and report
file is generated in this folder).
• Creating reports: creating a report for each module (taking all multiruns into account), each
run and all runs together that tells you how frequently each transcription factor occurs. The
report for a multirun is saved in a file called TF Occurences.txt located in the folder of
the corresponding multirun. The report for each run can be found in the parent folder, which
contains all your multirun folders.
• Creating a boxplot (R script) that compares the scores of the best found modules for each cluster.
If random data is available, the boxplot will be created to compare your normal clusters with
your random clusters.
• Drawing expression and regression graphs (R scripts) for the best found modules of all clusters
(can be found in a newly created “data” folder), drawing a module picture of the best module
for every cluster.
• Generating a HTML report, which contains most of the generated information. The report is
created as .htm and .php file.
For many graphs, you need to have R installed to draw them. If you do not have R, you can download
it for free at http://www.r-project.org/.
Figure 8.7 shows examples of the generated HTML report. An “Overview” page is generated,
showing a boxplot which compares all clusters and (if available) all random clusters. A button “View
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(a) Example of a HTML report (overview-page).

(b) Example of a HTML report (module-page).

(c) Example of a yEd graph, integrated into the HTML report.
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Figure 8.7: Examples of multirun comparison reports that were generated by ModuleMaster.
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graph” is available, which shows the overall graph in a new window. For this function, you need to
load the GraphML file in yEd first and export a graph.png file into your data folder. For a nicer
look, you might want to download the stylesheets from http://www.ra.cs.uni-tuebingen.
de/software/ModuleMaster/downloads/. Simply extract the archive into the same folder
as your generated index.htm.
For every module (and every random module if available), an own page is created that shows
• Scan infos Used parameters, number of generations the EA used, genes in the cluster and so
forth
• Expression plots Your clustering results (if available) and the expression profile of all genes
and transcription factors
• Regression plots Regression plots for every transcription factor
• Best module A picture of the actual module
• Transcription factors contained in the module Frequencies of transcription factors found in
the module in different multiruns, scores of the best module.
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9 FAQ / Troubleshooting
Please note: For retrieving sequences, there is a separate FAQ in Section 4.3.
I’m getting a “java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space”
Some operations need a lot of memory. If you simply start ModuleMaster, without any JVM parameters, only 64 MB of memory are available. Please append the argument -Xmx1024M to start
ModuleMaster with 1 GB of main memory. See Section 2.3 for a more detailed description of how to
start ModuleMaster with additional memory.
Does ModuleMaster need an internet connection?
Only for retrieving sequences.
Which organisms are supported?
Actually, all organisms are supported. But for many operations, the EnsEMBL or RSAT database is
necessary. For these operations the supported organisms are all organisms available in the corresponding database. If you have your promoter sequences, PWMs and expression data, the module search
can be performed independently of the organism.
I need the regulatory network graph in GML format. Is there any way to export a graph in this
format?
Yes there is, but not directly. Export the graph as GraphML file. Load it for example, in yEd1 and
re-export it as GML file.
“Could not find expression values for many PWMs.”
ModuleMaster has to find expression values for every transcription factor and gene. Please take a
look at the information bar of you module dialog (letter (B) in Figure 6.1). If ModuleMaster could
not find expression values for more than ∼30% of your transcription factors, you need to improve
your annotations. Is your microarray expression file annotated? This is a must do! Click “Tools ⇒
Expression file ⇒ Merge expression and annotation file” to annotate your expression file. Did you
use own PWMs? If yes, are they annotated? Please select “Tools ⇒ PWM file ⇒ Annotate PWM file
with synonyms” to annotate them.
I think I’m having great results. Is there anything implemented that can help me validating
them?
Yes, there is! First method: you can create a random dataset which is equal to your real dataset. You
can perform a module search with equal parameters on your random set and compare the scores of
the real and the random cluster. If the scores of your random cluster are significantly lower, it is very
likely that your module is a great hit! You can create a random dataset by selecting “Tools ⇒ Promoter
sequences ⇒ Replace promoter sequences with random genes” from the ModuleMaster main screen.
1 http://www.yworks.com/products/yed/
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The comparison is done automatically if you use “Tools ⇒ Post-process multiruns” to evaluate your
clusters. See Subsection 8.2.1 for more on this.
Second method: You may search for the module in other promoter sequences and validate the
specificity of your module for your cluster. This can be done by clicking the “Search” button on top
of your currently selected module (in the module dialog). The process is explained in Subsection 8.1.4.
Where can I get the latest version?
Go to http://www.ra.cs.uni-tuebingen.de/software/ModuleMaster/.
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